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“Third Floor on the Left” is pleased to present “Chaise-Longue”, commissioned project by 
Yoav Weinfeld. “Chaise-Longue” is a site specific installation which includes drawings and  
objects, that refer and interact to the domestic environment as well as to their status as 
artworks. By tracing design elements that characterize specific bohemian taste, the 
apartment becomes a space of hidden perversions and desires between individual and an 
object. By using intervention, replacement as well as subtle disruption of the apartment’s 
arrangement, Weinfeld ponders about the identity of the inhabitants living there and their 
way of life. 

Third Floor on the Left, is a residentially based seasonal project, constructed from 
several exhibitions and site-specific events, curated and hosted by Meital Aviram, curator 
and graduate of the Policy & Theory of the Arts, MA Program, at the Bezalel Academy of 
Arts and Design, Jerusalem. Followed by ”DONA VICTORIA“, the inaugural group 
exhibition of the project, “Chaise-Longue” is the 2nd show of Third Floor on the Left. 

Yoav Weinfeld (B. 1987, Jerusalem) gained his BFA at Bezalel Academy of art and Design, 
Jerusalem; and is currently participating in the MFA program of the institute. Weinfeld 
exhibited among the rest at Gabirol Gallery (2015), “Space Shuttle” project (2015); 
Mediterranea 18 Young Artists Biennale, Milan (2015); Loamei Hagetaot Kibutz Gallery 
(2014); Hansen House, Jerusalem (2014); “Manofim”, Jerusalem (2014); as well as “Fresh 
Paint” art fair (2014). Weinfeld attended the “Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture” 
residency program (2016). In 2014, Weinfeld received a grant from the Rabinovitch 
Foundation.  

For further details: 
www.thirdfloorontheleft.com  
thirdfloorontheleft@gmail.com 
054-6738523 
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